An improved windowing technique for heart rate variability power spectrum estimation.
Spectral analysis of heart rate variability (HRV) is an accepted method for assessment of cardiac autonomic function and its relationship to numerous disorders and diseases. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) based methods are widely used for their easy applicability, computational speed and the possibility for direct interpretation of results. This study assesses the limitation of windowing of the RR interval series of power spectrum estimation using DFT for heart rate variability studies. The mean value of the RR interval series should be subtracted before windowing. This may leave a small residual DC component after windowing, but the RR interval series is properly tapered to zero at the beginning and end of the window. However, if the windowed RR interval series has a non-zero mean then subtracting this mean will create an abrupt transition between the first and last data points, and the padded zeros. This is equivalent to superimposing upon the RR interval series a rectangular pulse of the same length as the window, with a height equal to the subtracted mean value. In the present paper an approach to overcome the above effects of the window in reducing the signal energy and introducing the low frequency component into spectrum has been suggested and incorporated. Result have been compared for DC biasing of windowed data spectrum, bias of windowed data removed by substraction of mean data, and data processed to remove windowed mean level and to maintain mean power. Thus the preprocessing of RR interval series with this method improves the accuracy of HRV analysis methods. The study was carried out by smoothing the complete RR interval series by single Hann window and by 50% overlapping the data segments of 256 data points followed by the DFT. Overlapping the data segments provides equal weight to all values in the RR interval series and smoothed spectral estimate with clearly dominant peaks in low- and high-frequency regions.